
Home Learning: Mathematics

Summer I: Week 2
Monday 27th April – Friday 1st May 2020



Once this lockdown is over, I know that one of 
the places that I’ll visit is McDonald’s – their 
cheeseburgers are just delicious!

However, can you work out the value of ‘?’
(hint: pay careful attention to the objects)

The answer (and working out) will be revealed 
next week.

Good luck.



Monday 27th April 
2020
Subject of Focus: 

Scale Factors



Example

Shape B has been enlarged by a scale factor of 3 from Shape 
A. 

This is because its length and width has increased 3 times in 
size.

Work out the scale factor of the following shapes:

1. Shape C to A
2. Shape D to A



Question

Explain why Shape B is an enlargement of Shape A. 
Remember to use the correct mathematical vocabulary.

Question

Explain why Shape C is NOT an enlargement of Shape A.
(hint: have a look at shapes closely  
Remember to use the correct mathematical vocabulary.

Extension

Shape A has been enlarged by a scale factor of 3. 
Draw what the shape would look like.



Question

Explain how you know that your choices were an enlargement 
of Shape A.

Question

Explain how you know that the shapes you did NOT choose 
were not an enlargement of Shape A



Extension

Draw a triangle 
that, when enlarged 
by a scale factor of 
2, gives you Shape 

X

Shape X

Shape Y
Extension

Draw a triangle 
that is an 

enlargement of scale 
factor 2 from 

Shape Y



Extension

Calculate the area of the rectangle above using the correct method.

Remember to show your working out 
for this question.



Tuesday 28th April 
2020
Subject of Focus: 

Ratio & Proportion



Example

Q) How much would 12 cans cost?

If six cans cost £3, another six cans will cost ANOTHER £3, 
therefore that totals £6.

Work out the following:
Q) How much would 3 cans cost?

Q) How much would 15 cans cost?

Q) How much would 1 can cost?



Extension

Q) If I had seventeen bunches of green grapes, how many bunches of red grapes will I have? 

Q) There are 12 more red grapes than green grapes.
What is the total number of grapes in the bowl?



For each question, remember to show your working out.







For each question, remember to show your working out.

Use pictures if you need to support/demonstrate your 
understanding.



Wednesday 29th

April 2020
Subject of Focus: 

Measuring with a Protractor



Question

Sort out the following angles in the appropriate boxes below.

Question

What do each of these angles mean? 
Write a definition for each one.



Extension

Why would someone read these measurements incorrectly? Explain your reasoning.



Extension

Give three different examples that total the specified amount.



Extension

Do you think it is possible to measure any given angle? Explain your reasoning.





Thursday 30th April 
2020
Subject of Focus: 

Introducing Angles



Extension

Using your answers, calculate the following:
- half a right angle
- a right angle and a half
- 2 and 1/4 right angles





Remember to show your working out.



Remember to show your working out for each question.



Friday 1st May 2020
Subject of Focus: 

Calculating Angles










